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Abstract
Due to the tremendous increase of data rates in optical communication, and as a result the
forthcoming reliance on photonic circuits for all-optical switching, routing and signal
processing, efficient coupling of light between a nanophotonic waveguide and a fiber has
become a critical and interesting issue to investigate. The objective of this thesis is to
explore new strategies for efficient fiber-to-chip coupler design and to come up with
design rules based on these strategies and a competent device design. Some of the
previous research in the area of coupler design is reviewed, and a novel out-of-plane
fiber-to-chip coupler design that is based on phase-canceling gratings is proposed. The
principle of operation of this grating is explained and may be applied to other grating
designs.
Thesis Supervisor: Franz X. Kartner
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Much of the world today depends on the internet for communication and the exchange of
information. One of the key components in the vast-spanning internet is the underlying
system of optical fiber networks. Traditionally, optical signals from fibers are converted
to electric signals at network nodes for signal processing and routing, and then these
electric signals are in turn converted to optical data for further transportation along the
optical fiber backbone. These optical-electrical-optical (OEO) conversions constitute
bottlenecks in network performance. Due to the ever-increasing demand for speed and
performance, an important research area in optical communications is to eliminate the
need for optical-electrical conversions through the development of all-optical signal
processing units for switching, wavelength routing, dispersion compensation, etc. These
optical signal processing devices are well suited to implementation in nanophotonic
waveguides, and thus a problem of fiber to chip connection emerges, wherein a means is
required to efficiently couple light from the large-area mode of an optical fiber into the
submicron mode of a nanophotonic waveguide. The idea of using periodic structures such
as gratings to couple out-of-plane light into waveguides has been around since the
60s/70s [11]. The concept has seen a revived interest recently for high index-contrast
(HIC) microphotonics due to the strong HIC scattering that enables all input light to be
coupled out vertically over a 1 Oum grating length, which is the width of a fiber, and thus
necessary for efficiently coupling to it. The goal of this thesis is to contribute to the
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understanding and resolution of this out-of-plane coupler problem through the design of a
grating-based out-of-plane coupler for connection between fiber and nanophotonic
waveguides, and in particular through the proposal of a simple and efficient solution to a
standing problem of radiation directionality in gratings.
1.1 Motivation
Wafer-Scale Testing
Most of the photonics-ICs manufactured today are produced on silicon wafers for ease of
mass-production. As more and more industrial leaders of optics communication transition
into integration of pure optical signal processing and data transportation, wafer-scale
testing of these devices is an important and profitable topic to pursue. In current practice,
batches of multiple devices mass-produced on silicon need to be carefully individually
cleaved, polished, and then butt-coupled with a fiber in order to be tested. This process is
not only labor intensive and costly but also inefficient. A more efficient way of coupling
is to utilize out-of-plane fiber-to-chip couplers, for which fibers can be vertically aligned
on top of each device intact on the wafer and tested for functionality. That way, only the
tested and working devices would need to be cleaved and polished. For wafer-scale
testing purposes, the fiber-to-chip vertical coupler requires only moderate efficiency.
Multiple I/O ports
Vertical fiber-to-chip couplers also allow flexibility in fiber attachment to nanophotonic
devices. Rather than fixing the fibers only at the edges of waveguides in the traditional
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way of butt-coupling them to optic devices, the fibers can be attached at any vacant space
on the surface of the device when out-of-plane couplers are used. This introduces not
only flexibility in location of fiber placement but also increases I/O capabilities on a
device. Similar to wafer-scale testing, a high-efficiency fiber-to-chip coupler ultimately
eliminates the need for the costly operations of cleaving, polishing, and aligning the
fibers at the edges of waveguides. Currently, about 60-80% of the cost for manufacturing
of photonic-ICs is in component assembly and packaging, and connection and alignment
between devices and to optical fiber constitute a significant portion of the assembly cost.
Therefore, for mass-production and future market expansion, utilization of out-of-plane
couplers may mean considerable assembly cost reduction and production increases.
Physical Intuitive Approach to Optimal Fiber-to-Chip Grating Design
Much of the recent literature on the most efficient vertical couplers is focused on blazed-
type gratings with designs partly based on an ad-hoc choice of structure and dimensional
optimization using microgenetic algorithms and/or trial-and-error simulations. In this
thesis, we propose a physical interpretation of such best resulting grating shapes, and aim
to provide a more intuitive glimpse on fiber-to-chip grating design.
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Chapter 2
Background and Problem Statement
2.1 Introduction
The task of coupling light into nanophotonic waveguides is a challenging one due to the
mode size mismatch between the fiber and the waveguide. The core size of single-mode
fiber is typically 4-1 Otm while the core size of high-index-contrast waveguides is usually
less than 1 to 2pm. Since simple butt-coupling result in unacceptably high losses, due to
this mode mismatch, careful engineering is needed to reduce coupling loss, and in the
following are described some current and in-progress methods for waveguide to fiber
coupling.
2.2 Current Research
2.2.1 Horizontal Couplers/Spot-size Converters
A common approach to overcome the mode size mismatch problem is to use tapered
couplers [5]. In traditional adiabatic waveguide tapers, the small mode size of the
nanophotonic waveguide is gradually tapered and its mode converted to a size
comparable to the incident fiber core to improve coupling. However, in order to avoid
radiation loss, the tapering needs to be very gradual and thus the tapering section is very
long, on the order of one millimeter. With a correct design, this approach can in principle
result in 100% coupling efficiency between the fiber and the waveguide, but the coupling
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size is too large for small photonics chip layouts. Similar approaches in horizontal
couplers include the inverted silicon taper and inverted silicon taper with polymer
waveguide [5].
2.2.2 Rectangular -Teeth Grating w/DBR
An alternative approach to fiber to chip coupling is to use a periodic structure - a grating
- to couple out of the waveguide plane, vertically, into a fiber. One vertical coupler
design, from Ghent University, utilizes rectangular-tooth gratings with top and bottom
index-matching layers, mirrors, and reflector gratings. To shorten the coupling length of
the grating couplers, Taillaert et al. [5] proposed the use of strong index modulated
gratings for normal incidence coupling between single mode fibers and compact planar
waveguides. Because of operation in the strong coupling regime, they realized a short
(1 Om long) grating coupler design with 74% theoretical coupling efficiency between
single-mode fiber and a 240nm thick GaAs-AlOx single mode waveguide at a
wavelength of 1550nm. The measured performance of a fabricated device was 19%.
Their approach employed a symmetric, rectangular shaped grating for surface-normal
operation. By symmetry arguments, a horizontally symmetric grating would couple light
incident from above the grating equally towards the left and right, and a vertically
symmetric grating would couple light incident from the waveguide substantially half into
the upward halfplane and half into the downward halfplane. The symmetric, rectangular
shaped grating used is horizontally symmetric and vertically equivalently symmetric. To
break the grating symmetry and realize unidirectional coupling, an extra first-order
grating reflector and a multilayer Bragg-mirror like bottom reflector were added. Its best
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theoretical coupling efficiency for the design with additional bottom reflection layers is
95%. The addition of the reflection layers, however, introduces considerable complexity
in the fabrication of the device and is thus unfeasible for current mass fabrication
technologies. Indeed, no grating coupler with a bottom Bragg mirror has been
experimentally demonstrated to date.
2.2.3 Blazed Grating w/uGA
Wang [7] introduced a design for slanted grating vertical couplers, employing a strong
index modulated grating with slanted parallelogramic teeth. With the aid of a genetic
algorithm-based design tool, a 20pm-long coupler with 80.1% theoretical input coupling
efficiency is demonstrated. Due to the complexity involved in fabricating a device with
parallelogramic teeth, similar to the blazed grating design, they also proposed a stratified
waveguide grating design [7] that approximates the geometry of the previous slanted
grating. Their calculated coupling efficiency is up to 72%.
2.3 Problem Definition
2.3.1 Design Goals and Challenges
The goal of this thesis is to design an efficient vertical fiber-to-chip coupler. One of the
major challenges in designing such a coupler is achieving high directionality in the
transfer of light from the waveguide to the fiber. In order to do so, the designed grating
needs to be highly asymmetric. In addition, diffracted power from the waveguide needs
to couple to a fiber, which can be accurately modeled as having a Gaussian field
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distribution. Thus the distribution in the beam cross-section of diffracted power from the
grating must also be approximately Gaussian to give the best coupling. Also, a fairly
wide bandwidth would be an attractive feature for the vertical coupler in order for it to be
widely applicable. Bandwidths of 30nm are required for typical telecommunication
applications, and other applications may use upwards of 100nm. For ease of
manufacturing, the grating must be mass-producible by currently available fabrication
technologies. Last but not least, the coupler design should be tolerant to alignment errors
of fiber placement.
Some of the most important challenges in the design of the vertical coupler are
described below. For the simplicity of explaining the basic fundamental ideas, the
following discussions assume a simple rectangular uniform.
2.3.2 Directionality - A Symmetry Problem
50% 50%
Figure 1: Horizontal symmetry
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50%
t50%
Figure 2: Vertical symmetry
One crucial aspect in designing an efficient coupler is the problem of achieving
high directionality. Figure 1 and 2 show the schematic of a vertical coupling setup
between a chip waveguide and a fiber. The coupler device consists of an etched grating
on top of the waveguide. The optical fiber that couples light into and out of the
waveguide is placed vertically above the coupler grating. As can be seen from the figure
above, it is crucial that symmetry in the simple uniform grating be disrupted in order for
efficient coupling between waveguide and fiber to occur.
Vertical Symmetry
In the setup in Figure 2, light incident from the left, in a guided mode of the waveguide,
is radiated by the grating structure. Due to the almost symmetric layering of the
waveguide and under the assumption of a weak grating, half of the radiated power travels
upwards toward the fiber and half propagates downwards into the substrate. In order for
the power incident from the left side of the waveguide to be fully coupled to the fiber
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placed above, without loss of radiation into the substrate, vertical symmetry in the simple
uniform grating needs to be broken.
Horizontal Symmetry
Similarly, the horizontal symmetry of the simple uniform grating prohibits complete
coupling of light from the fiber into the waveguide towards the left. In the top setup in
Figure 1, light from the fiber placed directly above the waveguide is diffracted by the
grating structure and couples into the underlying waveguide. Due to the inherent
horizontal symmetry of the uniform grating, light captured into the waveguide is divided
equally and transmitted and propagated towards either the left or right end of the
waveguide.
By the reciprocity theorem [9], efficiency for coupling in one and the other direction is
the same (e.g. from a fiber above to the left waveguide port, and the reverse), so a
vertically and horizontally symmetric grating promises no better than 25% coupling
efficiency in principle.
2.4 Practicality of Design
Directionality issues can be resolved by using blazed grating structures in the form of saw
tooth configurations or parallelogramic teeth. However, since this project was motivated
with industrial practicality in mind, the goal is to achieve a design that is suitable for
mass production instead of specialized fabrication processes. This means compatibility
with a layered lithographic process, and the use of a minimum possible number of
lithographic layers. With this objective clear, in the following we propose a design
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compatible with simple fabrication procedures, and having straightforward modifications
of design geometries to accommodate different design needs and settings.
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Chapter 3
Phase-Canceling Grating Design
3.1 Introduction
The design of the grating coupler is for the coupling of light into and out of a standard
I Oum core single-mode fiber vertically or near-vertically positioned above a waveguide
with the etched grating. This chapter illustrates the basic models and principles for the
phase-cancelling vertical coupler grating design, as well as the different design
considerations. The designed coupler grating is treated as a one-dimensional grating over
a single-mode slab waveguide, which is otherwise known as a corrugated waveguide [4].
The entire grating coupler design is in reality a 3D problem. However, in the case of this
design, the width of the waveguide is much wider than the depth of the waveguide so the
problem of coupling to a fiber is well-approximated by the 2D case. The 2D fiber
coupling discussion is in section 3.4. In the passages that follow, there are many
discussions on the radiation from the designed grating. For clarity, Figure 3 defines the
basic setup of waveguide and radiation directions.
Pup
Pin -
R 
--- +T
Pdown
Figure 3: Waveguide setup and power definitions
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3.2 Asymmetric Single Tooth Radiation
To resolve the vertical symmetry issue, as described in the previous chapter, we tackle
the breakdown of symmetry in the geometry of a single grating tooth instead of dealing
with waveguide geometries. Inspired by Flory's paper [3], we view the design of a
waveguide grating from an antenna interference point of view, where the total grating
response is due to the grating topology and phase (array pattern), and the radiation pattern
of the tooth design (element pattern). Blazed gratings, or gratings with parallelogramic
teeth, have been always been known to have highly directional diffraction. However,
blazed gratings are difficult to manufacture using current fabrication techniques. Flory
suggested modeling a parallelogramic tooth by a multi-stepped tooth, and in the simplest
case, a bi-level tooth. According to Flory, much intuition can be gained by breaking
down the bi-level tooth and viewing the tooth as a set of antenna diffraction centers. By
phasing the diffraction centers appropriately, highly directional diffraction due to a single
tooth may occur. Flory's paper, however, assumes a weak grating and very low index
contrast, and based on his claims we were not able to confirm the possibility of total
cancellation of downward diffraction in simulation.
However, still enlightening is the fact that the grating tooth does not have to be
viewed as a rigid unit but a set of phased diffraction subunits. Thus, it is interesting to
probe further into the subtooth phase arrangements that would achieve total destructive
interference for downward radiation and complete constructive interference upwards; and
into their appropriate combination into a grating, i.e. phased array. A setup of tooth
designs with two separate but equally strong diffracting components was completed to
best determine the phase relationships of embedded teeth in waveguides. For the design
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of the phase-canceling grating coupler, strong index modulated gratings were chosen so
that the input power may be radiated in a fairly short grating to achieve appropriate
matching to a fiber mode, but also achieve bandwidth advantages. The bandwidth of the
coupler grating is inversely proportional to the length of the grating.
3.2.1 Basic Phase-Matching Model
Oh
T V
Oh
Oh
Figure 4: Upward (right) and downward (left) radiation paths
If the conventional rectangular grating tooth is split into two components, each
component can be treated as a radiating element. As a first pass, the radiation of the
component pair is modeled as that of two point scatterers, one at the center of each
component. From the figure, we see that the light incident from the left travels different
pathways for radiated waves upwards and downwards. If AOUPward is defined as the
difference of the phase of radiation up-scattered by the right and left tooth and AODownward
is that in for down-scattered radiation, then
A upward - Ov -Oh
(1)
ADnd =v h
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A necessary condition for complete constructive interference upwards as well as total
cancellation for the downward wave, is that Oh = 6 = 7r/2. Therefore, by placing the
diffraction centers apart by )14 (AO = 7/2) both in the vertical and horizontal direction,
asymmetric radiation behavior that result in maximum diffraction upward out of the
waveguide is expected.
For the reflection back into the waveguide based on this tooth model, the phase is:
A Orefl = 20h
If Oh = 7r/2, then the phase difference of the reflection from each tooth component also
cancels with the phase matching condition in addition to the cancellation of downward
radiation. If the backward scattering from each tooth has the same amplitude in addition,
then there is no appreciable overall reflection due to cancellation.
This embedded teeth setup, however, is not realizable for actual fabrication. As a
result, based on this perfect phase cancelling setup, an approximation of the tooth
configuration is proposed and is shown in the following figure. The sub-tooth centers are
quarter of a wavelength apart and the sub-tooth pairs are chosen so that the downward
radiation amplitude for each single sub-tooth component is equal. This is done so that,
most importantly, the downward radiation from the two sub-teeth may be minimized.
Figure 5: Approximation of basic phase-matched tooth
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3.2.2 Variations of Design: Black and White Teeth
In the previous approximation, we assumed the grating to be etched into the underlying
waveguide. As an alternative, the grating may also be concave and on top of the
waveguide. Two types of reflections are under consideration here, from low to high index
and high to low index reflections. Reflection phase from high to low index material has a
phase difference of ;r from the low to high index reflection, as most easily seen in Snell's
law for planar interface reflection. With different tooth placement and materials, a
number of interesting combinations may be formed and utilized for applications with
different phase requirements.
Black Teeth
Here for ease of reference, we call convex grating teeth that are placed at the surface of
the waveguide "black teeth." Since these "black" teeth are placed above the waveguide,
they observe much less guided waveguide power than teeth etched into the waveguide.
Therefore, large tooth size is usually required for "black" teeth.
Figure 6: Illustration of "black" tooth
White Teeth
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We call concave grating teeth that are etched into the waveguide "white" teeth. These are
conventional etched grating teeth into the underlying waveguide. Depending on the depth
of the teeth etch and material, "white" teeth may form very strong gratings.
Figure 7: Illustration of "white" tooth
Combinations
A number of interesting combinations in which "white" and "black" subteeth can form a
compound tooth are illustrated and explained in the following section.
1) "White" teeth that are placed /4 apart horizontally and vertically may be formed to
radiate 100% upwards and nothing downwards, or vice versa. An approximation of the
combined tooth design for 100% upward radiation is shown in the rightmost figure.
or _
Figure 8: Arrangement #1 - "white" teeth.
The approximated tooth design is for maximum upward radiation (rightmost).
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2) Similarly, "black" teeth may also be formed with )/4 spacing horizontally and
vertically to radiate 100% upwards. The rightmost figure again shows the configuration
for perfect radiation upwards.
Figure 9: Arrangement #2 - "black" teeth.
The approximated tooth design is for maximum upward radiation (rightmost).
3) In the following setup, groups of "black" or "white" teeth may be used to create
reflection or anti-reflection gratings by spacing the centers of diffraction by 2 or V4
respectively. These arrangements may be of help in combination with tooth designs (1)
and (2) in cancelling their residual reflections in real designs.
D orDF _ __
Figure 10: Arrangement #3 for "white" or "black" teeth.
The approximated tooth design is for "black" tooth (rightmost).
4) In this last combination, a mixture of "black" and "white" teeth is used. Besides the
spatial setup of "black" and "white" teeth given below, a mirror of the following setup
can result in maximum diffraction in both downward and reflection directions and
minimum radiation upwards. However, the following setup is the most relevant to the
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directionality problem addressed in this thesis. The phase relationships for upward,
downward, as well as reflection are given below for this group of teeth configuration.
Figure 11: Arrangement #4 for mixture of "white" and "black" teeth.
The approximated tooth design is for maximum upward radiation (rightmost).
For this group of teeth, the phase relationships are as follows:
AOupward = 0, +Oh +;h
A 9 Dwnward = Ov - Oh + ; (2)
Areflecon = 2 Oh
From the phase equations, it is exciting to find that if, again, Oh = 0, = 7r/2, total
cancellation of downward and reflected radiation and constructive interference of upward
radiation is possible.
For the designs presented in this thesis, only teeth configuration in the first
combination is used - maximum upward radiation with "white" teeth. The reason that
"white" teeth were chosen over "black" teeth is that "white" provides higher levels of
tooth diffraction and thus a stronger and shorter grating may be achieved. The
combination of "black" and "white" teeth was not explored in further detail due to time
constraints.
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3.2.3 Improved Tooth Model
Modification of Diffraction Centers
After probing further into the behavior of the grating, it was found that the radiation
centers are not most accurately modeled at the centers of each sub-tooth component.
While the volume current method [4] may work well for small index perturbations
representative of grating teeth, simulations have shown that in the high-index-contrast
gratings used for the present grating designs, this approximation is not at all accurate and
can only be used for an initial starting point. In this design for high-index contrast
waveguides, it was found that one can still define equivalent points of diffraction, but
they are better modeled at the edges of the diffracting teeth instead of at the center. This
makes intuitive sense since most radiation and/or reflection occurs at the material
interfaces in this high-index contrast setting, and the waveguide mode field in the tooth
region is significantly modified with respect to that in the rest of the waveguide.
Material-Dependent Radiation Wavelength
The basic tooth model given in the previous section is derived based on phase
relationships of radiated and reflected waves without detailed consideration of the
material index of refraction. The basic tooth model has diffraction centers spaced by A/4
in order to accumulate a phase difference of 7r/2. Since the radiated waves actually travel
in slab waveguide media, it makes sense that the precise definitions of phase
accumulation should be amended. In fact, phases Oh and 0, arise due to propagation at
different speeds depending on the medium and guidance properties. Due to this fact,
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quarter wavelength differences between diffraction centers must be calculated according
to the index of the propagation media and correcting for confinement where appropriate
by using an effective index related to the mode propagation constant. Below are given the
propagation media dependent wavelengths in the slab waveguide grating: 2 is the
horizontally propagating wave, which has the effective wavelength of the guided mode of
the waveguide; ),, ,.r and A,,,,,, are diffracted waves from tooth perturbations that
vertically propagate through the core or cladding material of the waveguide, respectively,
and thus have core and cladding effective wavelengths.
A = 2, I neff
v,core - o core (3)
v,clad - o clad
Due to this separation and modification of tooth radiation into horizontally and vertically
propagating waves, the phase conditions for complete downward destructive interference
and upward constructive interference (1) are modified to account for the effective
wavelength, i.e. propagation constant, and would be expected to satisfy:
Allupward Av !4 Ah/ 4 =O
AAdownward Av /4+ A /4 = Av / 2
A~reflection ~ 2 ( ) / = Ah / 2
A, in the above equations denote either ,, or 2 ,clad depending on the medium or a
mixture of media in which the cancellation of radiation is to occur. For example, for
negative tooth perturbation, i.e. tooth etched into the waveguide, A,, should be A
since the cancelling of radiation is to occur in the core section, as illustrated in Figure 8.
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For positive tooth perturbation or concave tooth on top of the waveguide, A,,,,,d should be
used since the downward diffracted radiation is expected to be cancelled in the cladding
medium. Notice that now it is not possible to have complete cancellation of downward
radiation and in-phase radiation at the same time. The above equation would require
A,= Ah, and that is not possible. However, the above equations can be revisited allowing
arbitrary phases, without first fixing the wavelength differences to be % of the
corresponding effective X. In general, the phase conditions that should ideally be met are:
Aupward =_AA, - A~h = 0
Adownward AAV+Ah=A /2 (
A~reflection 2(A2h ) = 2 h /2
The phase-matching conditions may be solved as long as AA, = AAh=Av / 4 , which is
possible to achieve. With only 2 free parameters, fortuitously all 3 equations are satisfied,
and the reflections is eliminated at the same time. This is not true in all possible tooth
configurations.
Upward Phase Contribution
There is another issue somewhat related to the medium-dependent radiation wavelength
clarification that requires a modification of the basic tooth design. After a large number
of simulations and speculation, it was observed empirically that the phase of upward and
downward diffracted waves by variations of tooth etch depth accumulates differently.
While it was ascertained that downward phase advances precisely with tooth depth, the
upward phase dependence seems inconsistent across waveguides of different materials
and different waveguide depths. For a better understanding of this issue, the following
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plots of cross-sectional radiation of varied tooth etch depth are given, in SiN and silicon-
on-insulator (SOI) waveguides. Single tooth of step-varied etch depths in waveguides of
SiN/Si02 (thickness=450nm, Figure 13) and Si02 (thickness=260nm, Figure 14;
thickness=200nm, Figure 15) were simulated in FDTD. The plots shown are discrete
Fourier transform of the electric field, in time, taken at each depth value along a cross-
sectional slice (Figure 12). The plotted values are the real part of this complex quantity
representing the phasor-vector component of the E-field along the cross-section. Since
the input source is the same for all simulations, the field phasor plot gives a good
indication of the evolution of the upward and downward radiation phase relationship
across tooth configurations.
Figure 12: Setup of cross-sectional radiation plots,
cross-section indicated by dotted line
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X Cross-section Radiation with Varied Tooth Depth (SIN Design)
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Figure 13: Cross-section radiation plot for design in SiN/SiO 2, with varied tooth etch depth (40-440nm)
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X Cross-Section Ridiaton W4 Varied Tooth Depth (SOI Design)
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Figure 14: Cross-section radiation plot for design in SOI, with varied tooth etch depth (20-260nm)
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0.3 X Cross-section Radation with Varied Tooth Deupu (SO walgide d=200nm)
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Figure 15: Cross-section radiation plot for design in SOI of thinner waveguide,
with varied tooth etch depth (20-200nm)
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Design Etch Waveguide AXcownward,max - Akupward,max -
Depths Thickness AXcownwardmin Akupward,min
SiN, full single mode 40-440nm 450nm 0.3 2 7 kciad 0.225 Xciad
(Figure 13)
SOI, full single mode 20-260nm 260nm 0.327 Xciad 0.193 Xclad
(Figure 14)
SOI, thin waveguide 20-200nm 200nm 0.187 Xclad 0.262 Xciad
(Figure 15) 1 1 1 _1
Table 1: Maximum phase difference for waveguides of varied tooth etch depth
As summarized in the table above, the total upward phase difference between the
shallowest and deepest tooth etches seems inconsistent across waveguides of different
materials and different thickness. The etch depths range from the shallowest depth
possible to complete etch through of the waveguide. For the full SOI waveguide or
maximum single mode waveguide, the difference in total upward phase difference
between maximum and minimum tooth depth is less than the difference for the total
downward phase. In the thinner SOI waveguide, however, the converse is true. This is not
so intuitive since the relationship of the difference in total upward and downward phase
between maximum and minimum tooth depth was both thought to vary similarly and
linearly with maximum tooth depth range. For the downward phase change, the amount
of phase displacement is same for SiN and SOI full waveguides. From the table, it can be
speculated that maximum downward phase change in other full single situations should
also be somewhat consistent to be about 0. 3 2 7 .iad.
Although the physics behind the upward and downward phase accumulation with
increased etching depth is not made completely clear by these simulations, for the
purposes of design and given a specific waveguide and cladding material, upward and
downward phase relationships can be exactly obtained by the cross-sectional radiation
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plots previously shown. For example, from the SiN plot, it can be seen that the maximum
upward phase change between tooth pairs is no more than 0.225AcIad. To find the optimal
tooth pair, ALupward and ALdownward can be chosen so that the total is /2. The modified
phase relationship equations are given below to accommodate for this asymmetrical
effect of the upward and downward radiation phases.
AAupward AAv,up -A =0
A~downward Av, down h 2 (5)
A~reflection = /2
Therefore, for constructive radiation upward and destructive radiation downward, it is
required that AA,,, + A v,down = A,2. This relationship was used as a starting point for the
designs presented later in this thesis.
3.3 Grating Period and Radiation Angle
K- Vector Diagram
I st order
kL kverfical
2nd order
ks,2ndQ",
I st order
Figure 16: K-vector diagram for grating pitch calculation
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Figure 15 above shows the Bragg condition K-vector diagram for waveguide gratings. [5]
The K-vector diagram relates waveguide input propagation constant vector, P, and the
directions of the diffracted waves of the grating. The kvertical vector denotes the vertical
grating vector, and kL and ks vectors as grating vectors larger or smaller than kvertical,
respectively. The basic equations for waveguide gratings are:
k = /3+mK
K = 27r/A
where m is the diffraction order and A is the period of the grating. For perfect vertical
diffraction in the first order, K=P and A=27c/P=/neff By adjusting A, the diffraction
period or pitch of the grating, K maybe tuned smaller, Ks, or larger, KL, to change the
diffraction direction. Thus the angle of radiation can be selectively chosen to best shoot
off radiation into the fiber or couple energy into the waveguide.
It is generally preferred to avoid perfect vertical radiation for reasons of
preventing reflection from the surface of the grating into the fiber [5]. It can be seen from
the K diagram that the pitch for vertical radiation, where K=P, 2nd order reflection back
into the waveguide is also maximized. In order to avoid this reflection peak, the grating
pitch should be chosen to radiate off the vertical direction, shortening the grating k-vector
such that the second diffraction order is not matched to and does not couple to the
backward guided waveguide mode.
Removal of 2nd Order Reflection
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Between the choices of choosing a positive or negative angling of the fiber input, it is
much more preferable to choose a grating K vector that is greater than the p of the
waveguide. As can be seen from the K diagram, choosing a negative radiation angle
would avoid the 2nd order reflection altogether from the upward and downward
reflections, since with the larger k grating vector kL the 2nd order reflection would be
shifted out of the radiation range. With a shorter grating vector, ks, it can be seen from
the diagram that the 2nd order reflection vector is still captured within the grating
radiation range. Thus by working at a point away from second order reflection peak, the
loss due to reflection may be reduced to a minimum.
3.4 Fiber Coupling
Since the function of the vertical coupler grating is to couple light from a waveguide to a
fiber, it would be of interest to calculate the coupling efficiency of radiated power from
the grating to a fiber mode. For coupling efficiency calculations, mode distribution of the
standard SMF28 fiber with mode field diameter (MFD) of 10.4um is used.
Overlap with Fiber Mode
In order to calculate the coupling efficiency of the upward radiation from the grating to a
fiber, the follow overlap integral is used [6].
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(eber xHd,, +Ead x h* be,) .d
aber f(eber xhfibe, +efiber xhber) 
-d
A
Pfiber afiber 2 J fiber fiber + efiber Xhber) zdA (6)
total radiated up J(E,*d x Hra + Ead x H*a )-idA
efficiency = fiber l total -radiated 
_up
Where ^ is a unit vector in the vertical direction, afiber is the amplitude of the fiber mode
that is excited, PfiLr is the power collected in the fiber mode, Ptotai_radiated _up is the total
power radiating in the upward direction above the grating, at the observation plane; and
efficiency given above is only the "collection efficiency" for the upward radiating power,
i.e. the fraction of total upward radiated power that is coupled into the fiber mode. The
fiber guided mode fields above, efiber and hfiber, are real, while the radiated fields Erad, Hrad
are in general complex phasors.
For best coupling efficiency, the grating length is found to be 15um independent of the
structure details, since an output beam with a 10um half-power beam width is to be
generated. The issue of coupling radiation in the fiber is actually a mode-matching
problem on a 2D cross-section, but it can be simplified by decomposing it into two I D
problems - a lateral and a longitudinal mode match. Since the lateral direction of
radiation is perpendicular to the direction of the grating and is roughly the shape of
guided mode in the waveguide, and because at 15um width the waveguide is greatly
overmoded, the mode of interest (fundamental) may simply be well approximated by half
period of a cosine function.
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Figure 17: Mode matching to fiber vs. grating width
From Figure 17, the optimal lateral width of the grating coupler should be 14.8um for
99% mode matching to the fiber, in the lateral dimension.
3.5 Grating Horizontal Asymmetry
Coupling to Gaussian-Distributed Fiber Mode with Sufficient Bandwidth
In order for the diffracted light from the waveguide grating to couple to a fiber, the field
profile of the diffracted light must closely match that of the fiber, which can be
adequately modeled as a Gaussian distribution. With a simple uniform rectangular grating,
the diffracted field distribution, in the near field, is that of a decaying exponential
function because the uniform grating radiates a constant percentage of the residual input
power. Therefore, with a rectangular grating, the strengths of the teeth must be
accordingly adjusted and the tooth strength distribution along the grating be made non-
uniform in order to fit to a Gaussian mode profile. To achieve maximum efficiency, the
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coupler grating must in addition to having a radiation profile that resembles a Gaussian,
at the same time diffract most of the power from the input over a fairly short grating to
obtain the correct lengthwise output beam width of -I Oum.
Non-uniform coupler grating
Because we aim for a grating design that requires only a two-level etch process, the tooth
depths are kept constant and we vary the duty ratio in order to vary tooth strength. A non-
uniform rectangular grating can be designed by varying the duty ratio to best match the
Gaussian distribution of the fiber mode and thereby breaking the horizontal symmetry of
the simple rectangular grating. In the case of the coupler grating, however, tradeoffs
between high directionality ratio and radiation efficiency may have to be made. Since
apodization requires smooth transitions of grating of varying strengths, groups of phase-
cancelling teeth of different radiation strengths need to be designed.
Stronger Grating
As illustrated in (5), the maximum upward radiation phase difference is limited, and
optimal horizontal displacement can be found for fixed values of vertical phase shifts. In
other words, the horizontal distance or phase difference between the radiation centers of
the sub-tooth components should not deviate much from the optimal value for a given set
of tooth depth differences. That is, for a given set of AZ,,,p and A.v,down there is an exactly
corresponding A)h that satisfy all the phase conditions in (5). This constraint on AAh limits
the widths of the sub-tooth A and consequently limits the width of sub-tooth B as well,
since Ah is defined as the spacing between the centers of sub-tooth A and B. By
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sacrificing the optimal up to down radiation contrast ratio, however, the tooth size may be
increased to form a stronger grating, which may be necessary to achieve a small output
beam, and good overlap, in lower index contrasts.
Weaker Grating
Weakly diffracting tooth on the other hand, may suffer from a different limitation.
Theoretically, the sub-tooth components may go to infinitely small widths and still
achieve the optimal directionality ratio, as long as the centers of sub-tooth A and B are
spaced at the appropriate Alh- However, since the approximated model for the two phase-
cancelling components is chosen to be a bilevel tooth, where sub-tooth A and B are
connected, the minimum width of the tooth is limited by the upward radiation phase
difference as well. However, in our design, the waveguide and cladding materials chosen
require relatively strong teeth, so we do not need to choose a weak grating. To find the
weakest possible phase-canceling tooth design, the bilevel tooth may be split up into two
separate radiating components, as shown in Figure 18, to preserve the phase relationship
while reducing the scattering strength of each sub-tooth element.
Figure 18: Bi-level tooth split into two sub-tooth components for weaker radiation
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Chapter 4
Design and Results
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 provided intuitive tooth models for the design of the vertical coupler grating,
and this chapter aims to present full, complete designs and their associated performances
and properties. Only one-dimensional gratings are investigated in this chapter, while the
simulation results are obtained through 2D modeling and calculations. Also to note is that
this grating design only explores the TE polarizations and does not involve any TM duals
of the design which may be of interest for extension of the tooth design into 2D to
tolerate both TE and TM polarizations. Main properties of designs discussed in this
chapter include directionality results such as up versus down radiation contrast ratios,
bandwidth calculations, coupling efficiencies to a fiber, as well as sensitivity of design to
fabrication errors.
FDTD Simulation
To simulate the behavior of waveguide gratings, the two-dimensional finite difference
time domain (2D-FDTD) method with perfectly matched layer boundary conditions is
used [8]. The FDTD method simulates structures in its computational domain utilizing a
time-stepped discretization of Maxwell's equations. Waveguides and grating structures
are fully defined in the computation domain by their refractive indices. Inputs such as
Gaussian pulses may be defined and results are monitored with observation planes that
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may be set up anywhere in the domain. Observational results collected from the FDTD
simulations are then processed and analyzed in Matlab. Widely accepted as a modeling
tool for electromagnetic applications, FDTD is one of the most rigorous electromagnetic
simulation/computation methods. A diagram of the simulation domain and locations of
observation panels is shown below.
Pup
Ob2
Ob i n ---- +Ob3
iOb5
Ob4
Pdown
Figure 19: Simulation domain and observation plane setups
Furthermore, the up to down ratio and directionality used in many of the discussions are
given below for reference.
Up / Down = P, I P
%Directionality = P, /(P,, + Pd,,,)
Materials
The coupler devices designed are for target wavelengths around 1550nm which is
suitable for most communication applications. Designs of waveguide core index
materials SiN or Si, with undercladding of Si0 2 , are presented. Discussions of designs
with overcladding of both air and Si0 2 are provided. Associated with this thesis is the
actual fabrication of the design in SiN. The SiN design was chosen for fabrication due to
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the availability of materials at the time. The SOI design, however, may actually be more
of interest because it is of higher index contrast and thus a shorter grating length is
required. Both designs only require two-level etching processes.
4.2 Design Process
The basic design procedure from which the following designs were derived is
summarized below. The design requires only a two-level etching process, thus the pair of
tooth etch depths are fixed for any one particular design.
Step 1
For a defined waveguide structure with a pre-selected waveguide thickness, make a
cross-section radiation plot by monitoring a single tooth of varying etching depth, from
the shallowest to the deepest.
Step 2
Find best possible tooth depth pair by inspection of the cross-section radiation plots.
Important points to consider are maximum upward and downward phase shift possible
across the range of etching depths. For an optimal phase-cancelling design to be possible,
maximum upward and downward phase must add up to be greater than X, /2, as described
in (5).
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Step 3
With the pairs of tooth depths decided, widths of the grating teeth may be chosen,
depending on a uniform design or an apodized (non-uniform) one, as long as phase
relationships described in (5) are satisfied. For best directionality ratios, widths of
gratings should be chosen by assessment of the cross-section radiation plots as well.
Individual sub-tooth components should radiate equally at least downward - in order to
ensure the best possible radiation cancellation in that direction, and if possible, upward as
well, to maximize constructive interference in that direction.
Step 4
With a preliminary design completed in the previous step, the pitch of the grating may be
adjusted for improvement of radiation, reflection, efficiency ratios, and etc. The effective
index in the waveguide is modified by the presence of the teeth, as a result, it is necessary
to change the grating vector or grating period accordingly to achieve the desired vertical
(or off-vertical) radiation direction.
4.3 Uniform teeth grating
Gratings with uniform duty ratio best provide understanding of the effect of tooth design
alone with regard to achieving out-of-plane radiation up/down directionality.
4.3.1 Design in SiN
Here the properties of the grating coupler design in SiN core waveguide are presented. As
described in (5), optimal tooth pairs that radiate in-phase upward and out-phase
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downward may be found given a specific waveguide, not highly dependent on the width
of the teeth. For the SiN waveguide, tooth depth pair of 480nm and 120nm is used since
it provides fairly strong diffraction while maintaining a reasonable up/down ratio. Other
tooth depth pairs, however, with matched horizontal phase shifts are also possible to
produce excellent up/down ratios. For the uniform grating, the vertical and horizontal
phase shifts, or in other word, the depths and widths, of the teeth are fixed. In the
following, results for both designs with hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) overcladding
(n=1.36) and air (n=1) are presented.
1D Design of Phase-Cancelling Uniform Grating
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Figure 20: 1D design of phase-cancelling uniform grating in SiN/HSQ
Up vs. Down Radiation Ratio
In the following figures are plotted the fraction of guided power radiated out in the up
and down directions, reflected into the backward guided mode, and transmitted in the
waveguide beyond the end of the grating, and the sum total of those fractional powers.
The up and down radiation curves are outlined in dashed lines, with the higher one being
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upward radiation. Reflection, transmission, as well as total upward and downward
radiation from the grating are also plotted for reference.
SIN Design (tdl.480nm, td2-120nm)
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Figure 21: SiN design with HSQ (n=1.36) overcladding, waveguide thickness of 51Onm.
Sub-teeth with tdI=480nm and td2=l20nm. Grating length = 20um (pitch=780nm)
SIN Design with Air (td1=480nm, td2=12Onm)
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Figure 22: SiN design with air (n=1) overcladding, waveguide thickness and tooth depths
same as SiN with HSQ (pitch=760nm)
Design Up Radiation Down Radiation Directionality
SiN with HSQ 0.7565 0.04122 94.83%
SiN with air 0.7377 0.1163 86.38%
Table 2: SiN design radiation directionality
The above figures and table illustrates the properties of the proposed uniform
grating design in SiN. As can be seen from both the figure and the table, the up to down
radiation ratio is over 18:1, or 94.8% directionality, at the 1550nm wavelength for the
version with HSQ, with even better ratios if the operating wavelength shifts to higher
wavelengths. Likewise, the design may be scaled to achieve the higher efficiencies at
1550 nm or another wavelength. A second design was pursued for air overcladding, but
keeping the etch depths fixed, so that both designs could be realized on the same chip.
With air overcladding, the grating can be made stronger but at the same time the
directionality is reduced to 86.4%. The reason for the reduction in directionality for the
air-clad case is that the design was optimized for HSQ cladding, and therefore the sub-
tooth phase relationships are away from the optimum for air cladding.
Although high directionality is achieved in both versions of the SiN design, one of
the weaknesses of this design is that the grating is not strong enough, because the index
contrast is lower than SOI. The SiN design grating has a grating length of about 20um
(26 periods), and radiates a total of 80% upwards, with over 10% loss simply due to
transmission through the device in the waveguide, past the 26-tooth grating. The air
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version radiates a bit less upwards, at 74%, owing losses mainly due to downward
radiation, in 26 periods. The previous efficiency numbers refer only to the total power
radiated up. For best coupling efficiency into a fiber, taking a fiber mode overlap into
account, as shown in section 3.4, the grating length of the coupler should be around 15um,
thus requiring a stronger grating.
Another interesting property of the phase-cancelling grating is that the
directionality ratio actually improves with larger grating length, which can be observed in
a uniform grating with varied length. For example, in Figure 22 shown below, the same
SiN design grating with HSQ cladding of just 10 periods shows an up to down ratio of
10.7:1, or 91.5% directionality, which is lower than the 94.8% directionality ratio
achieved with the 15um grating. Therefore this is evidence that with the correctly chosen
pitch of the grating, directionality of the design may be further increased.
Up and Down Radiation for SiN Design w/HSQ (10 periods)
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Figure 23: Up and down radiated power fraction plot for SiN with HSQ design of 10
periods
Coupling Efficiency
The figures that follow illustrate the efficiency of the designed uniform grating in SiN
coupling to a 10.4um diameter fiber using the overlap calculations presented in (6). It can
be seen that these coupler gratings have quite wide bandwidths, of approximately 3dB
bandwidth of 80nm. The higher coupling efficiency of the design with air cladding is
most likely due to the tuning of pitch that shifts the grating to a higher efficiency
radiating point. Note also that for best coupling efficiency, the gratings are tuned to a
negative angle so that much of the 2nd order reflection peak is shifted to shorter
wavelengths out of the up-coupling bandwidth of the grating.
Coupling Eficiency to Fiber
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Figure 24: Coupling efficiency of design in SiN of HSQ cladding, -7* angle
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Coupling Efficiency to Fiber
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Figure 25: Coupling efficiency of design in SiN of air cladding, -13* angle
From the coupling efficiency plots, it can be seen that a substantial amount of power is
lost due to mode shape mismatch between the uniform grating radiation and the fiber
mode (compare the total up radiated power shown in Figure 20 and 21, respectively).
From the above plots, the coupled power is 60.1% and 74.8% of the upward radiated
power for HSQ and air cladding, respectively.
4.3.2 Design in SOI
The following section describes the properties of the SOI design, for comparison with the
design in SiN.
Up vs. Down Radiation Ratio
For designs in SOI, input power can be radiated over a shorter grating length of 15um
due to the higher index contrast. By inspection of the power ratio plot below, the up to
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down ratio is almost 14:1 (93% directionality). The SOI design is included in this thesis
to demonstrate a stronger version of the SiN design, with hopes to achieve a better
coupling efficiency to a fiber with a shorter grating length. Due to time constraints, this
design has not yet been optimized. With optimization, better directionality may surely be
achieved.
Sol Design (tdl-240rn, td2-60nm)
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Figure 26: SOI design power ratios, grating length = l5um (pitch=520nm)
Coupling Efficiency
As predicted earlier, the shorter grating length of the SOI design does indeed couple
better to a fiber. The following plot shows a coupling efficiency of 68.5% of the
vertically directed power to a fiber in theory, which constitutes about 82.3% of the total
radiated power upwards. This is a great improvement from the 60.1% of the radiated
power in SiN design that couples to the fiber.
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Coupling Efficiency to Fiber
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radiation in the SOT, the coupling efficiency needs to be corrected, because the power is
not directed in the normal direction. Since only the normal power is accounted in the
above efficiency, the total efficiency in the radiation direction at 22 degrees may be
inferred as
Efforrcte =Eff x 1/cos 0
where 0 is the fiber tilt angle, and the angle of the radiating beam. Therefore, the
corrected efficiency of the SOI uniform grating is 73.9%.
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Design Up Radiation Down Radiation Directionality Coupling Eff
SOT 0.8325 0.06054 93.22% 73.93%
As summarized, the
grating length, while
Table 3: SOI uniform grating design properties
SOI design arrives at much higher efficiencies
offering the same attractive directionality.
due to the shorter
4.3 Apodized grating
To look at the design as a whole, with both solutions to the vertical and the horizontal
symmetry of ID coupler grating problem, we choose to look at the results of the apodized
coupler gratings. In the apodized design where we vary the width of the grating tooth in
order to create variations in diffraction length, sets of tooth pairs with maximum up
versus down radiation directionality but different radiation strengths were found to create
a radiation profile that best resembles a Gaussian profile.
1 D Design of Phase-Cancelling Apodized Grating
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Figure 28: 1D design of phase-cancelling apodized grating in SiN/HSQ
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Figure 29: Radiated power ratio plots of SiN apodized design in HSQ (left) and air (right)
Plots above illustrate ratios of total radiated power for the apodized design in SiN/HSQ.
Notice that in the plots above, the apodized versions of the SiN results in an even weaker
grating than the uniform design. The main reason for this is that the shown uniform
gratings for SiN are designed with practically the strongest tooth pairs. In order to make
an apodized version, the sizes of the grating teeth were tuned down (in width) in order to
create a variation in radiation intensity. Since these apodized versions have the same
grating length as the uniform design, it is not surprising that the apodized version have
lower radiation efficiency as well as coupling efficiencies.
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Figure 30: Coupling efficiencies of SiN apodized design in HSQ (left) and air (right),
at -7' radiation angle
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MOM
SIN DOSOg with Air (M1-0MM, td2-12On)SIN Design (td1-48"n. td2- 120")
Design Up Radiation Down Radiation Directionality Coupling Eff
SiN with HSQ 0.692 0.05488 92.65% 45.7%
SiN with air 0.7236 0.1038 87.45% 45.07%
Table 4: SiN apodized grating design properties
4.4 Grating Symmetry Properties: Reverse Input
It has been demonstrated in the previous sections that an input to the waveguide grating
from the left couples well to a fiber placed vertically above the grating. By symmetry
arguments, an input incident from the right side of the grating should radiate most of its
power downwards. The figure below shows such a waveguide setup.
SOI Design with Input From Rightside
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Figure 31: SOI uniform grating design with reversed input (from right side),
showing the majority of power coupled downward rather than upward.
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The plot above much resembles its counterpart in section 4.3.2, except the up and down
radiation curves are now reversed. The demonstrated down/up ratio is 8.7 (89.7%
directionality). This verifies that the theoretical arguments that an input from the left of
waveguide couples upward and an input from the right couples downward.
4.5 Additional aid structures
This section discusses the possibility of adding additional structures to aid the
performance of the designed grating, such as back reflectors at the end of the grating
and/or phase-matched substrate layers. Due to the special asymmetric design of this
phase-matched coupler grating, conventional grating aid structures such as the rear
reflector cannot be added. As illustrated in the results of the gratings above, any input of
power from the right end of the grating has reversed up to down radiation ratio. In other
words, added reflectors at the end of the grating would only cause mostly diffraction into
the bottom substrate and would not increase the performance of the coupler. The idea of
phase-matched substrate layers, however, as suggested by Taillert [5], may possibly be
implemented to further decrease the loss due to downward radiation. By again creating
phased layers of substrate such that all downward power is again reflected upwards, the
rear reflector may also be added to aid the overall performance of the grating coupler. An
SOI waveguide structure with optimized layering thickness has been shown to
demonstrate a directionality of 80% [5], but the device was a multimode slab waveguide.
But fabrication of devices requiring a dielectric mirror stack beneath the device layer is
considerably more complicated and would be more expensive in that it requires the
realization of a multilayer structure underneath the device layer. This is particularly
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inconvenient in the SOI case where the top Si layer must be crystalline, and at the time of
writing SOI wafers with such structures beneath the Si layer are not available.
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Chapter 5
Future Perspectives
5.1 Further Optimizations
After initial grating designs based on intuitions from antenna interference concepts,
further optimization may be done using microgenetic optimization methods to achieve
the highest efficiency possible. These methods are used to search for global minima or
maxima of an objective function, and can be set to optimize the device parameters once a
starting design and topology is determined. Furthermore, improvements may be made to
increase susceptibility to fabrication errors, fiber alignment errors, etc., based on the first
round of design.
Better Tooth Model
This thesis outlines a basic tooth model for phase-cancelling radiation. Modifications
were made to the basic model when discrepancies were found between the theoretical
model and simulations. In future versions of the phase-matched tooth design, physics of
tooth diffraction may be further explored to arrive at a better model of diffraction centers
of the teeth in order to achieve better and more accurate cancellation results.
One of the main regrets of this design is that the phase relationships of upward
and downward radiation phases based on etching depth are not completely understood. If
this physics behind the radiation phase progression may be fully exposed, then the design
process would not have to include tedious setup of computational experiments to find the
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cross-section radiation plots, or at least the simulation work could be considerably
reduced.
Varied Tooth Design
Introduced in section 3.2, the concept of phase-matched tooth design may be extended to
a variety of sub-tooth component arrangements. One of particular interest is the mixture
of "black" and "white" teeth that theoretically results in the same directionality as those
presented in this thesis. It was shown in this thesis that designs in SOI, that are of broader
interest, provide higher efficiencies. For SOI designs, however, the limitation on the
thickness of the silicon core might sometimes restrict applications that require a thin core.
With the use of the mixed "black" and "white" teeth configuration, designs in thinner
waveguides may be realizable.
2D Polarization Splitter, Rotator, and Coupler
In Tallaert's work [5], he pointed out the possibility of making a vertical fiber coupler
that is also a polarization splitter, by extending the waveguide grating to 2D. The grating
is made in the intersection of two identical perpendicularly intersecting waveguides, and
designed in such a way that only the fundamental TE-mode of a waveguide couples to
fiber. Light coming from the fiber is coupled to the TE-modes of both waveguides. This
device combines the functions of a fiber coupler, a polarization splitter, and a polarization
rotator. The possibility of extending the phase-canceling waveguide grating design to
include the functionality of polarization splitter and rotator may be further investigated.
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Fabrication Results
As a final assessment of the validity of the design, the vertical coupler is being fabricated
for experimental demonstrate. Since for most vertical coupler designs the measured
efficiency has been significantly lower than the theoretical one, a successfully fabricated
design would lend further credibility to the present design work and proposed designs,
and measured efficiencies would confirm the theoretical predictions.
With further design optimization, in principle the present approach should enable
coupling efficiencies approaching 100% without the need for side and bottom reflectors,
and only at the minimal necessary cost of a two-lithographic-layer fabrication process.
We believe that this is the simplest approach to high efficiency out-of-plane couplers
proposed to date. As a result, we expect such or similar grating coupler designs to make
a significant impact in photonic circuits, enabling densely integrated microphotonic chips
to be efficiently interfaced with the outside world via optical fibers.
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